By reverse-engineering from exact solutions we obtain Hartree-exchange-correlation (Hxc) potentials for a double quantum dot subject to generic density-density interactions and Hund's rule coupling. We find ubiquitous step structures of the Hxc potentials that can be understood and derived from an analysis of stability diagrams. We further show that a generic Hxc potential can be decomposed into four basic potentials which allows for a straight-forward parametrization and paves the road for the construction of Hxc potentials for interacting multi-orbital systems. Finally we employ our parametrization of the Hxc potential in density functional theory calculations of multi-orbital quantum dots and find excellent agreement with exact many-body calculations. arXiv:2002.07637v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Density functional theory (DFT) is one of the most successful and popular approaches for computing the electronic structure of molecules and solids. [1] [2] [3] Its success is largely owed to its relative simplicity as well as its low computational cost as compared to other quantum many-body approaches. While DFT is an in principle exact theory for computing the ground state energy and density of a many-electron system, in practice approximations have to be made to the exchange-correlation (xc) part of the total energy functional. The most popular approximations are the local density (LDA) 2 and generalized gradient approximations (GGA) [4] [5] [6] [7] in condensed matter physics, and the so-called hybrid functionals in chemistry. 8, 9 While these approximations usually work quite well for systems with weak to moderate electronic interactions, they completely fail for so-called strongly correlated systems where the interactions between electrons dominate over the kinetic energy. Since DFT is a formally exact theory which is valid also in the strongly correlated regime, this failure has to be assigned to shortcomings of the approximations used. Apparently, the crucial ingredient missing in standard functionals is the so-called derivative discontinuity, 10 i.e., the discontinuous jump of the exact xc potential of an open system as the particle number crosses an integer. 11, 12 In strongly correlated systems the derivative disconinuity contributes a substantial part, e.g., to the fundamental gap or plays a crucial role in the binding and dissociation of molecules.
The essential physics of strongly correlated systems can already be captured by simple but highly nontrivial lattice models such as the Anderson 13 or the Hubbard model 14 which can be solved by advanced many-body methods as for example Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT). 15 One way around the problems of the standard approximations of DFT is then to combine DFT with advanced many-body calculations of lattice models.
In these approaches the model Hamiltonian describes the strongly interacting part of the system, while the weakly to moderately interacting part is still described at the level of DFT. An important example is the combination of DFT with DMFT (DFT+DMFT). 16 Originally established for the description of bulk materials, more recently the DFT+DMFT approach has been applied to the description of nanoscale systems 17 and molecules 18 . However, this approach is hampered by the so-called doublecounting problem 19 , limiting its predictivity. More recently, however, new efforts in combining DFT with lattice models avoiding the double-counting problem [20] [21] [22] or to solve the double-counting problem in DFT+DMFT 23 have been undertaken.
Lattice models can also be solved by a lattice version of DFT, an idea which has been pioneered by Schönhammer. 24, 25 Later this approach has been further extended to study lattice problems not only in equilibrium [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] but also in out-of-equilibrium situations such as external time-dependent driving fields [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] or (steady-state) transport [42] [43] [44] . A common theme in many of these studies is again the crucial role of the derivative discontinuity (or, alternatively, step features in the xc potential) in the correct description of strongly correlated systems. For instance, for the Hubbard model the derivative discontinuity is the only contribution to the band gap, i.e. the mechanism responsible for opening the Mott-Hubbard gap within DFT. 26 Here, in the same framework of lattice DFT, we aim for a better understanding of the structure of the (equilibrium) xc potentials of small lattice models. To this end we extensively study a double quantum dot (DQD) subject to generic interactions as the simplest possible model system for a strongly correlated multi-orbital system. Using reverse-engineering, we construct the exact xc potentials whose essential features are step structures which depend on the particular choice of the interaction. We illustrate how these step structures can be inferred from an analysis of the stability diagram, i.e., regions of different ground states in the parameter space given by the single-particle level structure. Analysis of the reverse-engineered xc potentials reveals that they can be constructed from four basic building blocks which can be rationalized by a corresponding decomposition of the electron-electron interaction. It is exactly this decomposition of the interaction and the corresponding xc potentials which then allows us to build xc functionals for multi-orbital quantum dots with more than two orbitals.
II. MODEL
We consider a multi-orbital quantum dot (QD) with M orbitals subject to direct Coulomb repulsion and Hund's rule coupling. The corresponding Hamiltonian reads:
where c ασ (c † ασ ) are the annihilation (creation) operators for orbital α and spin σ,n ασ is the corresponding number operator andn α =n α↑ +n α↓ . U α is the direct intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion for orbital α, U α ≡ α, α|V c |α, α , and U αβ is the direct inter-orbital Coulomb repulsion between electrons in two different orbitals, U αβ = α, β|V c |α, β for α = β. J αβ is the Hund's rule coupling, i.e. the exchange integral of the Coulomb interaction, J αβ = α, β|V c |β, α for α = β. Note that here we have split already the Hund's rule term into the density-density contribution (first term in the last line) and the spin-flip contrbitution (last term). v α are the on-site energies (single-particle energies) of the orbitals α which can be tuned by an external "gate" potential. From here on we will thus refer to v α as the gate potential or simply gate for orbital α.
Here we work at (typically small) finite temperature T and consider the grand canonical ensemble (GCE). The corresponding density matrix (statistical operator) is thus given bŷ
where β = 1/T and Z is the GCE partition function with the chemical potential µ set to zero for convenience. The |m are the many-body eigenstates of the QD and E m the corresponding eigenenergies, i.e. H |m = E m |m . Note that the many-body eigenstates |m are simply Slater determinants here built from the single particle orbitals |φ ασ = c † ασ |0 where |0 is the vacuum state.
III. REVERSE-ENGINEERING OF HXC POTENTIALS AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
In our truncated Hilbert space the density is uniquely defined by the occupancies {n α } of the QD orbitals. The Mermin theorem 45 (the finite-temperature version of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem 1 ) then establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the density (occupancies) and the external potential (gate): {n α } 1−1 ←→ {v α } or, in other words, the external potential is a functional of the occu-
In order to proceed we introduce the Kohn-Sham (KS) system i.e. an effective non-interacting system that exactly reproduces the density {n α } of the many-body Hamiltonian H. 2 Here the KS Hamiltonian is already diagonal in the original single-particle basis, i.e., 
The Hxc potential depends on the electron density which is completley determined by the occupancies of the QD orbitals {n α }.
In order to determine the Hxc potentialv Hxc as a functional of the density {n α }, the many-body problem given by H is solved for a given set of gates {v α }. The resulting set of eigenstates and corresponding energies determines the density in the GCE according to:
The density in turn uniquely determines the KS potential and thus the Hxc potential. In our case of an isolated QD at finite temperature the occupancy n α is simply determined by the gate v s α of a non-interacting QD, and is thus simply given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution, i.e. n α = 2 f (v s α ). Hence the KS gate for orbital α is given by v s α = 1 β ln 2 nα − 1 and the corresponding Hxc potential can be obtained using (4) as:
v Hxc
Hence we have found the mapping {n α } −→ {v Hxc α }. By exploring the parameter space {v α } we can establish this mapping for the entire space of densities {n α } (for n α ∈ [0, 2]).
A. Hxc potentials and link to stability diagrams for the double quantum dot
We now focus on the two-orbital case, i.e. a double quantum dot (DQD) with generic density-density interactions (U 1 , U 2 , U 12 ). For the moment we neglect Hund's rule coupling (J H = 0), but we will discuss the effect of finite J H later in Sec. IV C. The Hxc potentials can be constructed by reverse engineering as explained above. Here we are interested in the qualitative structure of the Hxc potentials, in particular in the positions (and heights) of step structures which appear in the low-temperature limit. In fact, these steps are not only the crucial but also the only features of the Hxc potential in the limit of low temperatures. In this section we will show how these step structures can be deduced completely from the stability diagrams.
A stability diagram highlights the occupations (densities) of the ground states in the different regions of the plane of external on-site energies v 1 and v 2 . The position and shape of these regions in the v 1 -v 2 plane depend on the values of the interaction parameters but within each region the pair of densities (n 1 , n 2 ) remains constant at (close to) zero temperature and the possible values of the local densities n i are restricted to 0, 1, and 2. These pairs of densities therefore give nine vertices in the n 1 -n 2 plane where, of course, for general temperatures the domain of physically realizable densities is restricted to the square 0 ≤ n i ≤ 2.
It turns out that the structure of the Hxc potentials (in the limit of low temperatures) for a given set of interaction parameters can be extracted just by looking at the stability diagram: for a given pair of ground state densities (or vertex) one just needs to find all adjacent regions corresponding to a different vertex. Then the Hxc potentials will only contain steps which connect a given vertex with those vertices corresponding to directly adjacent regions. The heights of these steps can also be extracted from the stability diagram. Below we will illustrate how this works presenting some representative examples and we will also explain the physical reasons behind our observations.
As a first example we choose a simple one where all interaction parameters are equal, U 1 = U 2 = U 12 . In this case the total interaction can be written as 1 2 UN (N − 1) whereN =n 1 +n 2 is the operator for the total number of electrons on the dot. This model is known as the constant interaction model (CIM). It can be shown 46 that at zero temperature the Hxc potential v Hxc α of the CIM is independent of α and is a piecewise constant function of the total electron number N with discontinuous steps of height U whenever N crosses an integer. We mention that the CIM Hxc potential is strictly discontinuous only at zero temperature (this is a manifestation of the famous derivative discontinuity of DFT 10 ). At finite but small temperature, the step structure persists but the Hxc potentials are now continuous functions of the densities 47 .
We now show how the known CIM Hxc potentials (at low temperature) can be inferred directly from the stability diagram. This diagram is shown in panel (a) of Fig. 1 for the CIM with U 1 = U 2 = U 12 = 1. Here the regions corresponding to the different possible ground state densities (given in parenthesis) are marked by different colors. The reverse-engineered Hxc potentials for sites 1 and 2 are shown in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 1 , respectively. In the stability diagram, the domain corresponding to the occupation (0, 0) is directly adjacent only to the domains with occupations (1, 0) and (0, 1). If we connect the (0, 0) vertex with one of those vertices in the n 1 -n 2 plane we see that the resulting lines run along the border of the allowed density domain. The complete set of lines along the borders of the density domain follow from the sequence of vertices (0, 0) → (1, 0) → (2, 0), (0, 0) → (0, 1) → (0, 2), (2, 0) → (2, 1) → (2, 2), and (0, 2) → (1, 2) → (2, 2). The only other possibilities of connecting vertices corresponding to adjacent regions in the v 1 − v 2 plane are (i) (1, 0) → (0, 1), (ii) (2, 0) → (0, 2), and (iii) (2, 1) → (1, 2). These lines are exactly the position of the steps at integer N = n 1 + n 2 in the Hxc potentials, see panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 1 . Moreover, the height of these steps can also be deduced from the stability diagram: consider a v 2 > 0 such that the second dot is always empty, independent of v 1 . Then we have essentially a single-site model (SSM) in contact with a particle and heat bath because the second dot doesn't contribute. However, we know that the the Hxc potential of a SSM in the low temperature limit is a step function with step of height U at half filling 42 . In a self-consistent DFT calculation this step in the Hxc potential leads to a pinning of the KS level to the Fermi energy over a range of gates of width U . Therefore, the
The line in the stability diagram where the (1, 0) and (0, 1) regions touch is the line v 1 = v 2 for which the states with the corresponding occupations are degenerate. The KS system is a system of effectively non-interacting electrons which reproduces the interacting density. However, for a non-interacting double dot with on-site potentials v s 1 and v s 2 the only possibility for the half-filled dots to be degenerate is for the point v s 1 = v s 2 = ln 3/β which in the limit of zero temperature approaches v s 1 = v s 2 = 0. Therefore, in order to reproduce the degeneracy as observed in the stability diagram, the KS potential for both sites has to be pinned over an interval of range U . This can only be achieved if the Hxc potentials for both sites have steps at N = 1 of height U as observed in the reverseengineered Hxc potentials. On the line v 1 = v 2 also the states with occupations (2, 0) and (0, 2) as well as the ones with occupations (2, 1) and (1, 2) are degenerate. It is easy to show that along this line the states with occupations (2, 0) and (0, 2) are lowest in energy for the region −U > v 1 > −2U . For non-interacting systems, again there is only one point (v s 1 = v s 2 = 0) for which the states with (2, 0) and (0, 2) are degenerate. Therefore, the Hxc potentials have to be such that for the range of gates −U > v 1 > −2U , the KS potentials are pinned to zero. This can only be achieved if both Hxc potentials exhibit a step of height U at N = 2, as observed. Finally, there is yet another step of height U in both Hxc potentials for N = 3 which follows in a similar way from the analysis of the contact line between the (2, 1) and (1, 2) regions. In this way we have therefore been able to reconstruct the Hxc potentials of the CIM only by analyzing the stability diagram.
In the second example we make all the interaction parameters different from each other, i.e., the levels are now not equivalent any more. Moreover, we choose the interdot interaction U 12 to be smaller than both U 1 and U 2 . This parameter regime (U 12 < U 1 , U 2 ) we denote as Regime I, see discussion in Section IV A. In the stability diagram for this regime (panel (d) of Fig. 1 ) we now have a new region with densities (1, 1) showing up. In order to deduce the low-temperature Hxc potentials (reverseengineered results shown in panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 1 ), we begin by looking at the regions with occupations (1, 0) and (0, 1). The corresponding states are degenerate along the line v 1 = v 2 and for −U 12 < v 1 < 0 they are the ground states of the double dot. For the KS system to reproduce this density for external potentials v 1 = v 2 in the same interval, we need the KS potentials on both sites to be pinned to the Fermi energy. Therefore both Hxc potentials need to exhibit a step of height U 12 along the line connecting the vertices (1, 0) and (0, 1). If one of the levels is completely empty, the other level essentially behaves like a SSM (see discussion of the previous example). Therefore, for the Hxc potential of site 1 we have v Hxc 1 (n 1 , 0) = U 1 for 1 < n 1 < 2 while v Hxc 2 (0, n 2 ) = U 2 for 1 < n 2 < 2. The regions (1, 0) and (1, 1) are adjacent along the line v 1 = −U 12 for −U 1 < v 1 < −U 12 and thus the KS potential of the first site needs to be pinned to the Fermi energy for this range of v 1 leading to a step of height U 1 − U 12 along the line connecting the (1, 0) and (1, 1) vertices for v Hxc 1 . Similarly, v Hxc 2 needs to exhibit a step of height U 2 − U 12 along the line connecting the (0, 1) and (1, 1) vertices. Next, the regions (2, 0) and
and therefore both Hxc potentials have a step of height U 12 along the lines connecting the (2, 0) and (1, 1) vertices. Similarly, there also has to be a step of height U 12 in both Hxc potentials along the line connecting the (0, 2) and (1, 1) vertices. The regions (1, 1) and (1, 2) 
Similarly, there is a step of height U 1 − U 12 in v Hxc 2 along the (1, 1) → (2, 1) line. Finally, the regions (2, 1) and (1, 2) are adjacent along a line of length U 12 leading to a step of this height in both Hxc potentials along the (2, 1) → (1, 2) line. In this way we now have completely determined the (low temperature) Hxc potentials of both sites just by analyzing the stability diagram. Their overall structure is such that they exhibit steps for integer total occupation N = n 1 + n 2 for both Hxc potentials plus an additional step at n α = 1 for v Hxc α . Note also that for the special case U 12 = 0 only the steps at n α = 1 for v Hxc α survive while those at integer N disappear. This is not surprising since in this case our model just describes two completely independent single impurities and, naturally, the corresponding Hxc potential for site α is completeley independent of the other site and given by the Hxc potential of a SSM with interaction strength U α . This has also been discussed as "intra-system steps" in Ref. 48 .
We have identified two further parameter regimes for the interaction parameters (see Section IV A) where qualitative changes both in the stability diagram as well as in the Hxc potentials occur. In both regimes the inter-orbital interaction U 12 is smaller than at least one of the intra-orbital ones. Without loss of generality we may assume U 1 ≤ U 2 . In Regime II we have
In panels (a)-(c) of Fig. 2 we show the stability diagram and Hxc potentials for interaction parameters chosen in Regime II. Compared to Regime I (panels (d)-(f) of Fig. 1 ), in the stability diagram we now find that there exists a range of on-site potentials for which regions (2, 0) and (0, 1) are directly adjacent and, similarly, for the regions (2, 1) and (0, 2). As expected, these transitions lead to the new steps in the Hxc potentials. On the other hand, for the Hxc po- tential of site 1 the step at n 1 = 1 (present in Regime I) now disappears while in v Hxc,2 the step at n 2 = 1 survives (this step is related to the vertical lines delimiting the (1, 1) region in the stability diagram). We have annotated the plateau values in both Hxc potentials which can be found by analyzing the stability diagram using similar arguments to the ones used above for Regime I.
Finally, in panels (d)-(f) of Fig. 2 we show the stability diagram and Hxc potentials for interaction parameters chosen in Regime III. Compared to Regime II, the main qualitative difference is the disappearance of the step at n 2 = 1 in the Hxc potential of site 2. Again, all the step structures in the Hxc potentials can fully be deduced by analyzing the stability diagram.
Before we close this section we would like to mention that for multilevel dots beyond the double dot studied here, in principle the analysis of the (multidimensional) stability diagram(s) also allows for a complete deduction of the low-temperature Hxc potentials of the different sites. However, it is clear that this procedure rapidly becomes quite cumbersome as the number of levels increases.
IV. MODELLING OF THE HXC POTENTIALS

A. Decomposition of the interaction into basic building blocks
In the following we show that the Hxc potentials for generic density-density interactions can be built from a few basic potentials. We start with the most common (or natural) situation where the inter-orbital interaction U 12 is smaller than both of the intra-orbital ones, U 12 ≤ U 1 , U 2 . A specific case with U 12 < U 1 < U 2 was studied in the previous section [see Fig. 1(d-f) ]. The corresponding Hxc potential shows steps at integer values of N = n 1 + n 2 , connected to a CIM potential, as well as steps at n 1 = 1 for orbital 1 or at n 2 = 1 for orbital 2 connected to a SSM potential of the corresponding orbital.
This suggests that in the regime U 12 ≤ U 1 , U 2 the Hxc potential for each orbital may be built from a superposition of a CIM potential plus a SSM potential. We can rationalize this idea by a decomposition of the Coulomb interaction term as follows. Rewriting the inter-orbital repulsion as
αn α↑nα↓ (7) we can split the interaction into a CIM part and two SSM interactions (one for each orbital):
where δU α ≡ U α −U 12 is the "excess interaction" for each orbital. This suggests to write the Hxc potential for level α for Regime I (U 12 ≤ U 1 , U 2 ) as the sum of the CIM Hxc potential for interaction U 12 and the SSM potential for δU α : Now if U 12 is larger than at least one of the intra-orbital interactions U α this decomposition of the Coulomb interaction obviously leads to negative interactions δU α in the SSM parts. Since the step in the Hxc potential of the SSM at n α = 1 would actually vanish for negative interactions, 49 in this regime the step structure can obviously not be rationalized by the above decomposition of the interaction. Indeed the structure of the reverseengineered Hxc potentials (Fig. 2) appears to be quite different from that for the regime U 12 ≤ U α . Essentially, two new features are found in this regime: (i) an increase of the step height at N = 2 with respect to the CIM potential, and (ii) peculiar new steps at integer values of n 1 /2 + n 2 . The steps at integer n 1 /2 + n 2 are generated by a peculiar interaction of the form which we will refer to as Skew interaction from now on. This interaction is realized by setting U 1 = 0 and U 12 = U 2 /2 = U/2, The corresponding stability diagram and the Hxc potential for orbital 2 is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Note that the Hxc potential of orbital 1 has the same structure but the step heights are lower by a factor of 1/2.
Common to all cases is that there is always a contribution of the CIM potential, as long as all interactions (U 1 , U 2 , U 12 ) remain finite. This contribution is given by the smallest interaction. In the case that U 12 is larger than at least one of the intra-orbital interactions U α , we may assume without loss of generality that U 1 is the smallest interaction. Subtracting the CIM interaction ∼ U 1 from the total interaction thus yields:
where in the last term we have rewritten the intra-orbital interaction for orbital 2 in terms of n 2 = n 2↑ +n 2↓ instead of n 2↑ and n 2↓ . Hence the remaining interaction consists of an inter-orbital interaction ∼ (U 12 − U 1 ) and a SSM interaction ∼ (U 2 − U 1 )/2 for orbital 2. These two terms can be combined to yield the Skew interaction and a remaining term. Depending on whether U 12 − U 1 is larger or smaller than (U 2 − U 1 )/2, the remaining term is either a SSM interaction for orbital 2 if U 12 − U 1 < (U 2 − U 1 )/2 (or equivalently U 12 < U ave ≡ (U 1 + U 2 )/2) or an interorbital interaction if U 12 − U 1 > (U 2 − U 1 )/2 (or equvialently U 12 > U ave ). We thus identify two new regimes in addition to Regime I (U 12 ≤ U α ) discussed above: In Regime II the inter-orbital interaction U 12 takes values between the lowest interaction of both intra-orbital interactions and their average U ave , i.e. U 1 < U 12 < U ave . This is the case shown in Fig. 2(a-c) . After subtraction of the CIM potential ∼ U 1 we find that the remaining interaction in Regime II can be written as
Overall this suggests the following decomposition of the Hxc potential in Regime II ( (13) where δ α2 is the Kronecker-delta which ensures that the SSM term only contributes to the Hxc potential of orbital 2. Note that as U 12 →U ave the SSM term vanishes.
On the other hand Regime III occurs when the interorbital interaction exceeds the average intra-orbital interaction, i.e. U 12 > U ave > U 1 . This was the case considered in Fig. 2(d-f ). In this regime the remaining interaction after subtraction of the CIM ∼ U 1 can be rewritten in terms of the Skew interaction (10) and a pure inter-orbital interaction part:
As can be seen in Fig. 3(d) , this inter-orbital term
gives rise to a single step at N = 2 which explains the increase in step height at N = 2 with respect to the CIM, observed in Fig. 2 (e,f). Overall this suggests the following decomposition of the Hxc potential in Regime III
We can see that for U 1 = U 2 the Skew part of the Hxc potential disappears.
Hence we have found a decomposition of the Hxc potential for a two-orbital model with generic (densitydensity ) interactions in all three regimes in terms of four basic potentials which are shown schematically in Fig. 4 . We would like to emphasize at this point that Regime I corresponds to a more natural choice of parameters than the other two regimes, since the inter-orbital interaction U 12 is generally smaller than any of the intra-orbital interactions U α . Nevertheless, the other regimes might be realized by effective models or possibly by screening of the Coulomb interactions. In the next section we will present parametrizations of the Hxc potentials in the different regimes, making use of its decomposition into the basic building blocks shown in Fig. 4 .
B. Generalization of Hxc potential to more than two orbitals
For specific choices of parameters we can generalize the Hxc potential for the DQD to an arbitrary number of orbitals in a straightforward manner. We concentrate on the physically most relevant Regime I (U α , U β > U αβ ). If we choose the inter-orbital interaction to be constant, U αβ ≡ U , which thus has to be smaller than all of the intra-orbital interactions, U < U α , we can rewrite the interaction in a similar manner as in Eq. (8) in terms of a CIM term ∼ U for all the electrons N = α n α and SSM terms ∼ δU α ≡ U α − U for the individual orbitals as
where δU α = U α − U . This suggests to decompose the XC functionals in complete analogy to the two-orbital case in Regime I as v Hxc
In Sec. V B we will see that this decomposition of the Hxc potential leads to excellent results for multi-orbital QDs. For a more general choice of interaction parameters, the above decomposition is likely to become more complicated. This will be the focus of future work.
C. The effect of Hund's rule coupling So far we have neglected the effect of Hund's rule coupling on the Hxc potentials. In Fig. 5 we show the stability diagram and the corresponding reverse-engineered Hxc potential for the case of a CIM type direct interaction part (U 1 = U 2 = U 12 ) plus the full Hund's coupling contribution (J H ). Both the stability diagram and the reverse-engineered Hxc potential shown in Fig. 5 resemble the ones for the case with U 12 < U α without Hund's coupling (cf. Fig. 1(d-f) ). Only the size of the vertex regions changes in the stability diagram, and correspondingly in the Hxc potentials only the step heights change. Moreover, by switching off the spin-flip term in (1) we find that it does not have any effect on the densities and consequently on the Hxc potentials and thus can be neglected. Hence in the following considerations we only need to take into account the density-density part of the Hund's coupling in (next to last term in Eq. 1).
In the spirit of the previous section we can rewrite the density-density part of the Hund's rule coupling term in terms of a (negative) CIM interaction and (positive) SSM interactions for the remaining orbitals plus a remaining positive interaction part:
where in the last termσ denotes the oposite spin of σ.
The last term gives rise to a step at N = 2 of height J H in the Hxc potential similar to the inter-orbital interaction term but with step height J H instead of 2U (cf. Fig. 3(d) ). When adding the density-density contribution of the Hund's rule coupling to the direct interaction part in Regime I (U 12 ≤U 1 , U 2 ), we can rewrite the interaction in terms of a CIM interaction, SSM terms, and the last term of the Hund density-density interaction (19) as
where as defined in the previous section δU α = U α − U 12 . Hence all terms can be modeled by the basic Hxc potentials shown in Fig. 4 : 
D. Parametrization of the basic Hxc potentials
In the zero temperature limit, the steps in the Hxc potential become infinitely sharp and thus can be described by simple step functions. At finite temperature, however, the steps are broadened in a non-trivial way. For the SSM at finite temperature an exact expression for the Hxc potential can be derived:
where x = n − 1.
In the following we will use the Hxc functional for the SSM as the basis for constructing approximations for the other three basic Hxc potentials into which the generic Hxc potential can be decomposed, namely the CIM, the Inter-orbital, and the Skew potential (see Fig. 4 ). We start with the CIM potential and show that an excellent parametrization of the Hxc potential can be achieved by simply summing the (exact) SSM potential (22) over the charging states of the dot, and shifting and rescaling it such that the potential does not become negative or larger than (2M − 1)U :
is the maximal value that the sum in (23) aquires at N = 2M. The prefactor (2M − 1)U/v max CIM thus rescales the potential such that the potential yields the exact value (2M − 1)U at N = 2M. As can be seen in Fig. 6(a) , the agreement with the exact result is quite remarkable. For the inter-orbital potential we find a good parametrization describing the step at total N = 2 again in terms of the SSM potential, as 
where we have replaced the actual inverse temperature β by an effective reduced value, β * = 0.73β and the step height is increased by a factor of 2 compared to the SSM. The agreement with the exact potential is very good as can be seen in Fig. 6(b) . Finally, for the Skew interaction, we parametrize the Hxc potential in a similar way as the Hxc potential for the CIM, by summing two SSM potentials, one for each of the steps, and shifting and rescaling so that the potential does not become negative or larger than the maximum value:
where
Also here the agreement with the exact potential is very good as can be seen in Figs. 6(c+d). We have thus found parametrizations of the four basic Hxc potentials. It should be noted, however, that at higher temperatures the exact CIM and Inter-orbital potentials (which in the zero temperature limit only depend on total N ) acquire also a dependence on the difference δN ≡ n 1 − n 2 which has not been taken into account here. This discrepancy of our parametrizations might be responsible for some of the moderate deviations of our DFT results from the exact ones discussed in the next section.
V. DFT CALCULATIONS
We are now going to apply the above developed parametrization of the Hxc potential in actual DFT calculations. To this end we solve the KS equations which for the multi-orbital QD in the GCE are given by:
Since the sharp step features in the Hxc potentials are expected to prevent the convergence of the usual selfconsistency procedure in the density, 50 here we make use instead of a multidimensional generalization of the bisection approach as proposed before in Ref. 50 for finding the root of the multidimensional function
In the following we study the evolution of the density {n α } of multi-orbital QDs as a function of the applied gate v g for different parameter sets. The gate v g exerts a total shift of the QD levels α and hence the total gate for orbital α is given by
Consequently, the differences in the gate potentials between different orbitals remain constant as the gate v g changes, δv αβ ≡ v α − v β = α − β . In the following we will usually take the particle-hole symmetric (phs) point given by * α = − Uα 2 − β =α U αβ as the reference system.
A. Results for the double quantum dot
We now study the DQD, and start by considering the degenerate case in Regime I, i.e. U 1 = U 2 > U 12 where δN = 0. Fig. 7 compares the exact densities with the ones computed in DFT using the Hxc potential for Regime I, Eq. (9), together with the parametrizations of the SSM, Eq. (22) , and the CIM, Eq. (23), respectively. We see that the DFT results correctly describe all the features of the densities as a function of gate. At low temperatures, the width of the central step (around v g = 0) is given by U i while the other two step widths correspond to U 12 . At higher temperatures our parametrization leads to moderate discrepancies in the slopes of the central step that disappear as the temperature approaches zero.
Next we consider the situation where the intra-orbital Coulomb repulsions are different, U 1 > U 2 > U 12 . In Fig. 8(a,b) , the occupations n i are presented as a function of the gate v g for two different temperatures. At low temperatures [ Fig. 8(a) ] at large negative gate voltage (v g < −2.5) both orbitals of the DQD are completely filled (n α ∼ 2). As the gate is increased, first the orbital with the higher interaction (U 1 ) becomes half-filled around v g ∼ −2.5, and then around v g ∼ −1.5 also the orbital with the lower interaction (U 2 ) becomes halffilled. Upon further increase of the gate, the sequence of emptying is reversed, as first the orbital with the higher interaction and thus lower gate (v 2 ) is emptied around v g ∼ 1.5 and finally the orbital with lower interaction and thus higher gate (v 1 ) is emptied. At higher temperatures extra steps develop in the evolution of the density versus gate voltage, as can be seen in Fig. 8(b) . The appearance of new steps can be understood by the path taken in the n 1 − n 2 plane as the gate voltage changes, shown in the inset of Fig. 8(b) for different temperatures. At low temperatures the path essentially follows three straight line segments, along the lower border, across the plane and finally along the upper border, thus avoiding extra steps of the CIM potential at N = 1 and N = 3. As the temperature increases the path becomes smoother, and passes through the N = 1 and N = 3 steps of the CIM potential, leading to the extra steps in the evolution of the densities at higher temperature. While for low temperatures the agreement of the DFT results with the exact ones is excellent, at higher temperatures deviations appear. Although DFT qualitatively captures the appearance of the extra steps in the evolution of the density versus gate voltage, their heights are not correctly reproduced in DFT. Presumably this discrepancy can be attributed to the development of a δN -dependence of the CIM potential at finite temperature, and will be addressed in future work.
Finally, we turn our attention to Regimes II and III, which are both characterized by the appearance of the peculiar "Skew" term in the Hxc potential. Fig. 9(a) directly compares the evolution of the density as a function of the gate in both regimes. As we can see the behaviour is actually quite similar for both regimes, and not so different from Regime I (cf. Fig. 8 ): As the gate increases, first the orbital with the higher interaction (here U 2 ) becomes half-filled, and then the orbital with the lower interaction (U 1 ). Then upon further increase of the gate, the order of emptying is reversed. Due to the higher inter-orbital interaction in Regime III, the width of the central plateau is increased for both orbitals. Again, at low temperature the agreement with the exact results is excellent, but at higher temperatures moderate quantitative deviations occur (not shown).
In order to investigate the influence of the Skew term in the Hxc potential on the evolution of the densities, we next concentrate on Regime II and explore different paths in the n 1 − n 2 plane. To this end we fix the energy splitting δv = v 1 − v 2 between the orbitals to different values while the total gate changes, i.e. v 1 = δv + v g and v 2 = v g . Fig. 9(b) shows the evolution of the density for two different values of δv and correspondingly different paths in the n 1 −n 2 plane (shown in the inset). For δv = 0 we observe an interesting effect. As the gate increases, the occupation of orbital 2 decrease in two steps, first to half filled and then further to zero, while the first orbital remains fully occupied. Then around v g = −1 the occupation of orbital 1 decreases abruptly to quarter filling, while now the occupation of orbital 2 increases again to quarter filling, n 1 = n 2 =∼ 0.5. This nonmonotonic behaviour of the occupation of orbital 2 is reminiscent of the so-called level occupation switching (LOS) 51, 52 . We find similar behaviour in Regime III (not shown). In the left panels the QD levels are taken at particle-hole (vα = * α + vg) and in the right the impurities level is set to zero (vα = vg). β = 20/U and U1 = 5U , U2 = 4U , U3 = 3U , U4 = 2U . All energies in units of U .
B. Results for more than two orbitals
Finally we apply the generalization of the Hxc potential (18) for more than two orbitals to DFT calculations of multi-orbital QDs. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of the density {n α } as a function of the applied gate voltage v g for three (a,b) and four-level (c,d) QD with all intraorbital Coulomb repulsions U α different and constant interdot repulsion U (U 1 > U 2 > . . . > U ) at low temperature. In panels (a) and (c) the gate v g is applied w.r.t. the phs point, i.e. * α = − Uα 2 − β =α U αβ . In this case the path in the three-or four-dimensional density space avoids the steps in the CIM Hxc potential away from half-filling (N = M) resulting in only three plateaus in the density evolution with the gate, in a similar way as in the DQD [cf. Fig. 8(a) ]. On the other hand, in panels (b) and (d) (where α = 0 and thus δv αβ = 0) two (three) extra steps related to the inter-orbital Coulomb repulsions appear in the triple (quadruple) QD. The agreement between the DFT and the exact results is remarkable in all cases, showing that the generalization of Eq. (18) of the Hxc potential to more than two orbitals is valid. Finding similar expressions for a more general choice of parameters will be the focus of future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have obtained Hxc potentials for double quantum dots in the grand-canonical ensemble subject to generic density-density interactions and Hund's rule coupling by reverse-engineering from exact manybody solutions. The structure of the Hxc potentials consists of ubiquitous steps whose exact positions depend on the regime defined by the interaction parameters. This structure can be understood and derived from an analysis of the stability diagrams. In a second step we were able to rationalize the step structure of the Hxc potential by a decomposition of the interaction into basic components. This decomposition allows to write the Hxc potential of the system as a sum over basic Hxc potentials, which can be parametrized in a straightforward manner. Importantly, the decomposition into basic potentials can be generalized to multi-orbital systems with more than two orbitals. DFT calulations employing the thus parametrized Hxc potentials for double, triple and quadruple quantum dots show excellent agreement with exact results at low temperatures. At higher temperatures, we find moderate quantitative deviations from the exact results that we attribute to the modulation of step widths for finite δn = n 1 −n 2 not captured in our parametrization. Possible applications of the parametrization of the Hxc potential derived here are the description of transport through multi-orbital quantum dots or molecules coupled to leads. Due to the similarity between broadening by finite temperature on the one hand and finite coupling to the leads on the other hand, we expect that the Hxc potentials for finite coupling to the leads have a similar structure to the ones discussed here. 53 One way to incorporate finite coupling to the leads in the Hxc potential is by introduction of an effective temperature. 54 For the description of nonequilibrium effects the i-DFT framework may be employed which in addition to the Hxc gate potential requires a parametrization of the xc bias. 55 This would also allow to compute many-body spectral functions of interacting multi-orbital systems. 56 
